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And down the rough cascade white dashing fall,

Or gleam in lengthened vista through the trees,
You silent steal, or sit beneath the shade

Of solemn oaks that tuft the swelling mounts,
Thrown graceful round by Nature's careless hand,
And pensive listen to the various voice
Of rural peace,- the herds, the flocks, the birds,
The hollow whispering breeze, the plaint of rills,
That, purling down amid. the twisted. roots
Which creep around, their dewy murmurs shake
On the soothed ear."

In all the various descriptions of Hagley and. the Leasowes

which I have yet seen, however elaborate and well-written, I

have found such a want of leading outlines, that I could never

form. a distinct conception of either place as a whole. The

writer-whether a Thomson or a Dodsley
- introduced me to

shaded walks and open lawns, swelling eminences and seques
tered hollows, wooded recesses with their monumental urns,

and green hill-tops with their crowning obelisks; but, though
the details were picturesquely given, I have always missed

distinct lines of circumvallation to separate and characterize

from the surrounding country the definite locality in which

they were included. A minute anatomical acquaintance
with. the bones and muscles is deemed essential to the painter

who grapples with the difficulties of the human figure. Per

haps, when the geological vocabulary shall have become better

incorporated than at present with the language of our common

literature, a similar acquaintance- with the stony science will

be found scarce less necessary to the writer who describes nat

ural scenery. Geology forms the true anatomy
-the genuine

osteology
- of landscape; and a correct representation of the

geological skeleton of a locality will be yet regarded, I doubt

not, as the true mode of imparting adequate ideas of its char

acteristic outlines, The osteology of Hagley, if I may so speak,
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